Model No.  
- 8200 -  
p/n 108329

Set-Up
▪ Height: 64 inches  
▪ Depth: 72 inches  
▪ Width: 48 inches

Collapsed
▪ Height: 6 inches  
▪ Length: 36 inches  
▪ Width: 48 inches  
▪ Weight: 45lbs

- Clam Customer Service Information -

NOTICE!! Once used, this shelter cannot be returned to the store. If you have a Warranty Claim, have your sales receipt ready and contact Clam Corporation Customer Service by email inquiry or direct by calling:
▪ Customer Service Hrs: - 9am to 4pm, Mon. - Fri. Central Standard Time
▪ Clam Corporation  
  600 Clydesdale Trail  
  Medina, MN 55340
▪ Phone - 763-231-4120  
▪ Fax - 763-231-4121  
▪ Website – www.clamcorp.com  
▪ Email – customerservice@clamcorp.com

Clam Corporation cannot honor warranty without an original, dated receipt.
- Set-Up Instructions -

- Unfold the unit and unzip the doors at both ends. Locate and remove the folded Flexible Rods and Latch Clips from the unit.

- Through the doorway of one end, grasp the center of the nearest Hoop Tube and pivot it upwards towards you into a vertical position. Next pull the same Hoop Tube straight up, sliding it until the holes near the ends are engaged by the Spring Buttons of the Canopy Poles. Lay the erected Hoop Tube down onto the unit.

- Go around to the opposite doorway and erect the other Hoop Tube in the same fashion. Lay both erected Hoop Tubes against one another.
- Set-Up Instructions (cont.) -

▪ From outside the unit, unfold the Flexible Rods into a straightened position.

▪ Through either doorway, reach into the Tent and find a Rod Pocket located on either corner of the Hoop Tube coming from the opposite side of the unit. Going through the doorway, slide one end of a Flexible Rod into this Rod Pocket, using the Flexible Rod to push the Hoop Tube into its vertical position. Use one hand to hold it steady and the other to rotate the other Hoop Tube into its vertical position, before inserting the other end of the Flexible Rod into its corner Rod Pocket located diagonally across the unit. With the Flexible Rod now bowed downward, secure the center to the Velcro located in the center Roof Panel of the Tent.

▪ Locate the other Flexible Rod and insert its ends into the remaining Rod Pockets, then resecure the Roof Panel Velcro to include this Flexible Rod also.

▪ At the crossing location of the Flexible Rods, use your fingers to push the Rods upwards, reversing the bow direction and tightening the surrounding Tent.

- Take-Down Instructions -

▪ Remove the Flexible Rods, fold them up, and place them both onto the same floor half.

▪ One Hoop Tube at a time, use your fingers to disengage the Spring Buttons and collapse each Hoop Tube before rotating them down onto their respective floors.

▪ Go around the unit and gather the Tent material onto the floor, so that when folded, all will be protected between folded floors.

▪ Fold the empty floor half onto the floor half containing the folded Flexible Rods. Use the provided Latch Clips to secure the unit together by placing them on the outside edges. The Eyelets of the Latch Clips may be used as an anchor point for roping down gear on top of the unit while pulling to your fishing destination.

Notice!! - The Tow Rope of this unit is intended for walking use only. Any damage incurred from pulling behind a motorized vehicle is not covered under warranty.
- Safety Instructions -

Please fully understand and follow all safety instructions as outlined. Failure to do so could result in severe injury or death.

▪ Do not use open flame heaters in your ice shelter. Injury or death may result from fire if tent fabric is exposed to open flame. The tent is not fireproof, but the fabric is treated with a fire retardant that meets CPAI-84 specifications. Application of any foreign substance may render the flame retardant properties ineffective. Ice Armor fabric will melt when contact is made with hot surfaces (i.e., heaters).

▪ Death from asphyxiation may result from use of oxygen depleting heaters. Open all vents for fresh air ventilation.

▪ Never leave shelter unattended when set up.

▪ Due to the increase in traffic (snowmobiles, autos, etc.) on area lakes, ice fishing can be hazardous at night. If you choose to fish at night or in poor visibility conditions, be sure to take precautions with lights or reflectors to show drivers your whereabouts. Night time: exterior reflectors must be visible to reduce risk of collisions.

- Warranty -

Clam Corporation warrants to the original retail purchaser that all Clams are free from manufacturer’s defects for one (1) year from the date of original purchase. Warranty does not cover cracked windows, tent tears, broken or bent hoops due to high wind weather conditions or unattended use. Clam Corporation will replace or repair any part found defective within the one (1) year time limit. All parts must be returned to Clam Corporation. Before returning any parts, you must first call or write and acquire a return authorization. All returns must be returned postage-prepaid and include the original cash register receipt (date and purchase price).

- Limitation of Liability -

It is expressly understood that Clam Corporation’s liability for its products, whether due to breach of warranty, negligence, strict liability, or otherwise, is limited to the repair of the product as stated above. Clam Corporation is not liable for any injury, loss, damage, or expense, whether direct or consequential, including but not limited to loss of use, income, profit, or damage to material arising in connection with the sale, installation, use of, inability to use, or the repair or replacement of Clam Corporation products. Clam Corporation reserves the right to make alterations or modifications in its products at any time, which in its opinion, may improve the performance and efficiency of the product. It shall not be obligated to make such alterations or modifications to products already in service.
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